Middlefield
Disclaimer
Commissions, trailing commissions, management fees and expenses all may be associated with
investment funds. Please read the fund’s publicly filed documents, including the prospectus, which
are available at www.sedar.com. Investment funds are not guaranteed, their values change frequently
and past performance may not be repeated.
Certain statements in this document are forward-looking. Forward-looking statements (“FLS”) are
statements that are predictive in nature, depend upon or refer to future events or conditions, or that
include words such as “may”, “will”, “should”, “could”, “expect”, “anticipate”, “intend”, “plan”,
“believe”, or “estimate”, or other similar expressions. Statements that look forward in time or include
anything other than historical information are subject to risks and uncertainties, and actual results,
actions or events could differ materially from those set forth in the FLS. FLS are not guarantees of
future performance and are by their nature based on numerous assumptions. Although the FLS
contained herein are based upon what Middlefield Funds and the portfolio manager believe to be
reasonable assumptions, neither Middlefield Funds nor the portfolio manager can assure that actual
results will be consistent with these FLS. The reader is cautioned to consider the FLS carefully and not
to place undue reliance on FLS. Unless required by applicable law, it is not undertaken, and
specifically disclaimed that there is any intention or obligation to update or revise FLS, whether as a
result of new information, future events or otherwise.
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Middlefield


Established in 1979



Approximately $3 billion in AUM



Focused on income, real estate and resource sectors



Offices in London, England, Toronto and Calgary



Extensive experience investing in equity income securities



Top performing funds listed on the London and Toronto stock
exchanges and award winning mutual fund family
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Middlefield

L to R: Jeremy Brasseur, Managing Director, Corporate Development, Nancy Tham, Managing Director, Sales and Marketing, Andy Nasr, Executive Director
and Portfolio Manager, Rob Lauzon, Managing Director, Western Canada, Dean Orrico, President and Chief Investment Officer, Richard Faiella,
Managing Director, International, Dennis da Silva, Managing Director and Senior Portfolio Manager and Michael Bury, Director, Sales and Marketing

Over 100 years of investment experience
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Middlefield’s Fund Families
Mutual Funds
• Award winning mutual fund corporation with nine fund
classes

Closed-End Funds
• Long history of strong performance and equity income
expertise
Resource Flow-Through Limited Partnerships
• Superior long-term track record in the junior and
intermediate energy and mining sectors
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Middlefield Mutual Funds
Award winning mutual fund corporation with nine fund classes


Flexibility to switch on a tax-free basis

Classes are based on Middlefield’s core strengths


Equity income, real estate and resources



F classes available
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Specialized Mutual Funds
ActiveIndex REIT

Active/passive low-cost strategy investing in Global REITs

Income Plus

Award winning balanced income fund - $0.07/share/mo since 2003

Global Agriculture

Only non-ETF agriculture mutual fund in Canada

Groppe Tactical Energy

2012 Lipper winner investing in the international oil & gas sector

Canadian Dividend Growth

2013 1st quartile fund focused on dividend growers

Precious Metals

Gain exposure to junior/intermediate precious metals issuers

Canadian High Yield

Investing in high yield securities focusing on fixed income

Uranium Focused

Invests in securities of companies in the uranium sector

Short-term Income

Money market equivalent
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Income Plus Class


Balanced fund strategy: diversified portfolio of dividend paying
equities and fixed income securities (65/35 split)



Emphasis on capital preservation and employs a value approach



Distributions of $0.07/share/month – current yield of 5.3%



Low cost – Management Fee only 0.5% + 1.0% trailer for Series A
Middlefield Income Plus Class – Performance Data
Series

1 Year

3 Year

5 Year

10 Year

Since Inception

A

4.51%

6.66%

7.66%

9.94%

9.88% (Sept 2000)

F

5.61%

-

-

-

5.88% (June 2011)
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Middlefield Limited, as at March 31, 2013

Income Plus vs. TSX Index
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ActiveIndex REIT


Passive/active strategy: combines the benefits of indexing (low cost
and transparency) with the benefits of active management (increased
diversification from issuers not in the S&P/TSX REIT Index)



Distributions of $0.15/quarter – current yield of 5.1%



Low cost – Management Fee only 0.75% + 1.0% trailer for Series A
Middlefield ActiveIndex REIT Class – Performance Data
Series

YTD (March 31)

1 Year

2012

Since Inception

A

3.58%

16.24%

18.83%

15.20% (June 2011)

F

3.97%

17.59%

20.09%

21.51% (Sept 2011)
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Middlefield Limited, as at March 31, 2013

Expertise in Equity Income


Long history of managing equity income funds



Approximately $2 billion in equity income-oriented mandates



Domestic and global focus
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Superior +15 Year Track Record

Bloomberg and Middlefield Limited, as at March 31, 2013
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Expertise in Resources
Proven investment manager in the Canadian resource sector
 Investing in the energy and mining sectors for over two decades
MRF and Discovery: Top Performing Flow-Through LPs
 Longest continuous track record in the flow-through fund market
 Middlefield has sponsored over 50 resource LPs since 1983 and
has acted as agent or manager for over $2 billion of resource
investments

Special Advisor – Groppe, Long & Littell
 Oil and natural gas consulting firm based in Houston
 Founder Henry Groppe has over 50 years of experience in the oil,
natural gas and petrochemical industries
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Outlook
Global Growth Should Accelerate in 2H13


Accommodative fiscal and monetary polices will remain in place and keep interest rates low



Policy risk has diminished, emerging market inflation has moderated and corporate balance
sheets are strong



Global equity valuations are attractive
Most Economies in Re-Acceleration Stage

Source: Morgan Stanley, MCC
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Outlook
P/E of Developed vs Emerging Markets (DM vs EM)

Source: Morgan Stanley, MCC
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Significant Correction is Unlikely


U.S. fundamentals are stronger than past few years – rising house prices, improving
household balance sheets and credit growth



Central banks have been easing. Lower commodity prices should reduce inflationary
pressures and work their way through the economy



Defensive-oriented U.S. stocks have outperformed high-beta cyclicals, which
contrasts the rallies of the past three years
Central Banks Are Easing, But Tightened in Previous 2Qs

Source: Bloomberg, MCC
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Significant Correction is Unlikely
U.S. High-Beta Cyclicals vs Defensive Sectors

Source: Bloomberg, MCC
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Dividend Growers Outperform
Dividend payers have significantly outperformed non-dividend payers


Companies that have sustained and grown their dividends have typically made more
prudent capital allocation decisions, resulting in cash flow and earnings growth

14.0%
12.0%

Dividend Growers

11.9%

Index

Non-Dividend Payers
10.6%

9.5%

10.0%
8.0%

7.5%

7.0%

6.3%
6.0%
4.0%

3.1%
1.6%

2.0%

0.7%

0.0%
Canada

United States

Source: Ned Davis Research, RBC, MCC
Based on issuers in the S&P/TSX Composite Index (1986-2012), the S&P 500 Index (1972-2012), MSCI Europe Index (2003-2012)

Europe
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Dividend Growers Outperform
Focus on 3%-6% Dividend Sweet Spot


Stocks with yields between 3%-6% have significantly outperformed the broader market



During the past year S&P500 stocks with dividend yields of 3%- 6% are up 18.5% vs
11.6% (since April 2012)



Performance enhanced when combined with buybacks
Return of Capital Strategies Have Also Outperformed the S&P500

Source: Morgan Stanley, MCC
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Dividend Tax Credit Attractive
$100 in Dividends

Taxes
$29.54

$100 in Interest

Taxes
$46.41
Income
$70.46

Income
$53.59

$100 Dividends = $131 in Interest
10% Dividend Yield = 13.1% Pre-Tax Interest Rate Equivalent
7.6% Dividend Yield = 10% Pre-Tax Interest Rate Equivalent
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Fund Flows Should Reverse


Dividend payers and growers offer investors attractive yields relative to low-yielding fixed income
alternatives



Fund flows out of bonds into equities will have a positive impact


Only nine weeks of equity inflows during 2012



An increase in yields and inflation (negative bond fund returns) will trigger a meaningful asset mix shift



Corporate credit - spreads are at record lows and Sharpe ratios are elevated versus equities
U.S. Mutual Funds – Equity vs Bond Fund Flows (Monthly)

Source: Scotia GBM, Bloomberg, Thomson

Sharpe Ratio Comparison
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Canadian Market Overview


Interest rates expected to remain unchanged until the end of 2014



Low interest rates and the on-going U.S. recovery expected to sustain growth of
Canada’s export-based economy



Trade comprises ~60% of Canadian GDP

Source: Statistics Canada, Bureau of Economics Analysis, Bank of Canada, RBC Economics Research
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U.S. Market Overview


U.S. economic growth is increasing, led by an improved labor market and a recovery in housing



Valuations are compelling and corporate balance sheets are strong



S&P 500 corporate earnings are at a record high while the S&P500 dividend payout ratio of 36% is
near historic lows, thereby supporting the potential for future increases in dividends



Household leverage continues to decline, with 11% of after-tax household income being used to
service debt payments – the lowest level since 1983

S&P500 Index 1-Year Forward P/E

Source: Bloomberg, MCC

Household Debt to Disposable Income (%)
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European Overview


The ECB has taken a decisive step towards being a lender of last resort. Sovereign yields ended the
year near lows as tail risks diminished



Lingering recession in 2013 and a recovery in 2014



Structural reforms should improve growth and exports from peripheral countries are increasing



European equity valuations are very attractive, trading near-trough multiples on depressed earnings
that have good exposure to emerging markets
1-Year Forward European P/E Ratio

Source: Bloomberg, MCC

Export of Goods and Services
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Emerging Markets Overview


Emerging markets growth will be supported by urbanization and increased domestic consumption,
benefiting both domestic and multi-national companies



Inflation has moderated and governments have the ability to stimulate economic growth through
accommodative fiscal and monetary policies



China’s economic policies are being directed at stimulating domestic growth and consumption, which
is more sustainable than export-led manufacturing
Emerging Markets GDP Growth Rates (% YoY)

Source: IMF, October 2012
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Why Global?


Canada’s weight in the MSCI Index has doubled during the past
decade – largely due to strong demand for natural resources



Canadian equities represent less than 5% of global equity markets and
are heavily concentrated in three major industry sectors



Global investing provides exposure to regions experiencing aboveaverage growth or sectors that are under-represented in Canada



Specifically focusing on large industry leading dividend growers has
historically resulted in higher annualized returns and lower volatility
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Investment Themes


Real Estate – Low interest rates + Limited Supply Growth



Financials – Focus on U.S. versus Canada



Healthcare – Good Yields + Attractive Valuations



Energy Infrastructure – Spending Required as N.A. Production Grows



Oil & Gas – Exposure to Brent + Differential Improvement

No/Minimal Canadian Telco + Bank Exposure in our Funds
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Global Real Estate Market
Capitalization and # of Listed Real Estate Companies
Market Cap

Country

(US $billions)

# of Listed
Companies

% of Total
Market Cap

United States

735.2

243

30.2%

Hong Kong

369.4

138

15.2%

China

226.2

183

9.3%

Japan

224.6

128

9.2%

Singapore

120.3

66

4.9%

Australia

106.9

64

4.4%

Canada

85.7

66

3.5%

France

65.7

55

2.7%

Britain

58.2

64

2.4%

Others

442.6

1125

18.2%

Total

2434.9

2132

100%

Source: Bloomberg, March 31, 2013

Canada only represents 3.5% of the global real estate market by
market capitalization
 Since its founding, Middlefield has been involved in all aspects of the real estate industry

 Activities encompass land acquisition, project design, construction, financing and leasing
 Ongoing property management services are provided through one of our affiliates
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Global Real Estate Outlook


Globally coordinated fiscal and monetary easing should keep interest rates low
U.S. Federal Reserve committed to keep interest rates near zero until mid-2015




Commercial property prices have yet to rebound to pre-crisis levels



We expect NAVs to increase as rents and occupancy move higher

Global Property Valuations Well Below Previous Peaks
Property Price Trends – Near-Trough Valuations

Real Estate Companies: Premium/Discount to NAV (%)
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Source: International Property Databank (IPD), RREEF

Source: SNL, Q1 2013
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Canadian Real Estate Overview




Property market fundamentals are stable and
improving
The nominal cost of debt has never been lower:

Occupancy is >90% and improving



Market rents higher than in-place rents



Supply growth limited

3.5% 5-Year, ~4.0% 10-Year (less for CMHC)






Cap rate spreads are wide
Historical Cap Rate Spread

Real Estate Companies: Premium/(Discount) to NAV
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U.S. Real Estate Overview


Significant leverage to employment recovery: unemployment dropped from 8.3% to 7.8% in 2012



As businesses expand, they add workers and require more office, industrial and retail space



Cap rates currently average +6% and cap rate spreads are >400bps (vs historical average 300bps)



Vacancies are relatively high - office 15%, retail 10%, industrial 12%



Expect significant decline in vacancy as the economy improves given new supply/completions are low
Real Estate Companies: Premium/(Discount) to NAV
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U.S. Real Estate Overview
Apartments – Avoid For Now


Home ownership at lowest level since 1997



New supply in 2014 and 2015



Apartment rents are up +15% since 2009 while
personal income declined

U.S. Apartment Rent Growth vs. Vacancy

Industrial – Overweight


Demand driven by employment, retail spending,
industrial production



Trends: Obsolescence of older-stock, shortage of
state-of-the art bulk warehouses/e-commerce
facilities



Concessions are burning off, rents are increasing
and vacancy should improve from 13% to 10%
Industrial Market Forecasts – National Fundamentals
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Europe Real Estate Overview





Opportunities arising from distressed commercial real estate sales by governments and financial
institutions as a result of the European debt crisis

Risk averse investor “punished” Europe, regardless of the fundamental strength of individual locations
Major markets such as Paris, London and Munich will continue to be strong performers driven by
rental growth
Real Estate Companies: Premium/(Discount) to NAV

Average European Prime Rent Growth by Sector 2005-2017f
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Financials


Very little Canadian bank exposure in Middlefield Funds. The Canadian banking sector is relatively expensive (2.0x
book) versus global peers and the consumer is highly leveraged



Prefer U.S. banks, which will be able to take market share as Euro banks de-lever and benefit from an improved
housing market, corporate reinvestment and restructuring/expense management



Outside of U.S. - rising capital requirements (Basel III) and low interest rates will constrain bank EPS
growth/valuations - i.e. low net interest margins (NIM), challenging capital markets and austerity measures that are
negatively affecting personal/corporate loan growth



Valuations (P/B and P/E) are attractive relative to 5-year averages

Source: SocGen, MCC
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Financials


Personal loan growth and consumer spending will improve – rising housing starts, sales and prices will translate into a
positive wealth affect



Aggregate card loans are down 15% from the industry peak in January 2009 due to a combination of charge-offs, consumer
deleveraging and tighter underwriting standards (higher rates, lower lines, reduced focus on sub-prime borrowers)



Commercial lending will grow by >5% due to fiscal-cliff resolution and economic growth



Expect capital markets revenues to increase by >5% (higher M&A) and offset lower trading revenues



The housing market will continue to benefit from; 1) low mortgage rates and accommodative Fed policies, 2) improved credit
availability, and 3) increased demand for housing on higher household formations
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Healthcare


Long-term global pharmaceutical sales are expected to increase 5% per year



Emerging markets pharmaceutical sales are expected to double within the next five years



Sanofi, Novartis and Roche are expected to deliver annualized dividend growth of 5-10%
from 2012-2020



Valuations are very compelling – trading at 0.75x their historical averages
Sales, EPS and Dividend Growth (2012-2020E)

Strong R&D Pipelines & Attractive Multiples
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Source: SocGen, MCC

EPS Growth

Dividend Growth

R&D Pipeline Value as Percentage of Company (LHS)
Forward EPS Multiple (RHS)
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Industrials
Chemicals


Will benefit from cheap input costs and rising demand. Expect peak earnings to be achieved within
the next few years



Ethane (a natural gas liquid) is used to make ethylene, which is a primary feedstock/building block for
many other chemical compounds



Ethane production will exceed ethane demand in the U.S, which should keep feedstock costs low for
the foreseeable future



Expect end market chemicals demand and pricing power to accelerate as the economy improves

Source: RBC Capital
Markets
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Energy Infrastructure


MLPs will continue to benefit from infrastructure bottlenecks surrounding unconventional shale plays



U.S. energy infrastructure spending is expected to be >$150bln from 2012 to 2017



Balance sheets are strong (~3x debt/EBITDA), payout ratios are low (<80%) and we expect
distribution growth of 5%-10% during the next five years



Large midstream projects and are underwritten by customers (producers, downstream users,
marketers) with take-or-pay provisions – transferring risk from the midstream service provider to the
customer
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Natural Gas Outlook


Capex reductions have driven the natural gas rig count to 14-year lows




Demand increasing as utilities switch from coal fired power generation to natural gas fired
power generation




Natural gas demand has increased approximately 4% Y-o-Y as gas consumption for
power generation has increased 20% Y-o-Y (2012 versus 2011 monthly average)

Storage surplus is eliminated




Natural gas rig count below 600 is a leading indicator of contracting supply and a
robust natural gas price recovery within 12 months

The storage surplus in excess of the 5-yr average has declined from a peak of 60% in
March 2012 to a shortfall of 4%

U.S. natural gas fundamentals are at an inflection point with U.S. gas supply declines
becoming more visible in 2013
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Natural Gas Outlook

Source: EIA, Baker Hughes, April 2013
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Storage Overhand Eliminated as Drilling Declines

Crude Oil Outlook


Oil prices to average approximately US$90 to $95 per barrel over next year as the market is well
supplied



New discoveries have not kept pace with oil consumption over the past four decades





Increased reliance on new and costly technologies



Growth in production from hostile and remote locations

BRIC countries are expected to overtake the United States in fuel consumption by the end of 2013
World Oil Consumption, 2010 to 2014

BRIC versus U.S. Oil Consumption
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Source: EIA, March 2013

Thank you

Thank you

Questions?
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